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WELL PROTECTION IN THE SASB

November 24, 2020

SASb GSPWG:

County of Sacramento

Northern Delta

Omochumne-Hartnell Water 

District

Sacramento Central Groundwater 

Authority

Sloughhouse RCD

South American Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development

Approaches to quantify Undesirable Results, SMCs, and IMs
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Most wells 
bottom out in 
the Laguna & 
Mehrten

Laguna

Mehrten
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Most wells are old (likely retired) and hence not a liability…

?
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… but there is uncertainty in retirement age
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Chronic lowering of groundwater level (Merced GSP)

Undesirable Results: Greater than 25% of representative 
wells fall below MT in 2 consecutive wet, above normal, or 
below normal years 

Measurable Objective: Projected average future groundwater 
level under sustainable yield modeling simulation 

Minimum threshold: Depth of shallowest well in a 2-mile radius 
of each representative well or minimum pre-January 1, 2015, 
elevation 

Define undesirable 
results

Set SMCs 
(MOs/MTs)

Set Interim 
Milestones
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Chronic lowering of groundwater level (Yuba GSP)

Undesirable Results: A result that causes significant and unreasonable reduction in the long-
term viability of domestic, agricultural, municipal, or environmental uses over the planning and 
implementation horizon of this GSP. 

Identification of Undesirable Results: More than 25% of representative monitoring wells fall 
below minimum thresholds for two consecutive years at each location.

Measurable Objective: The measurable objective was defined for each representative 
monitoring well based on the minimum March groundwater level at that well within the 2014-
2015 time period. 

Minimum threshold: The deeper of either 1) the bottom of the shallowest domestic well near a 
monitoring well, adjusted for March measurements or 2) the historical low March groundwater 
level from 1985 to present at the monitoring well. A 75- foot minimum value was applied to 
the threshold. 

Define undesirable 
results

Set SMCs 
(MOs/MTs)

Set Interim 
Milestones
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Chronic lowering of groundwater level (Delta Mendota GSP)

Undesirable Results: significant and unreasonable chronic change in water levels, as defined 
by each GSP Group, that has an impact on the beneficial users of groundwater in the Subbasin 
through intra- and/or inter-basin actions 

Identification of Undesirable Results: groundwater elevations drop below the site-specific 
minimum threshold at 25 percent of representative monitoring wells in a principal aquifer in 
the Northern and Central Delta-Mendota Regions concurrently over a given year 

Measurable Objective: the lowest value of three possible parameters – the average of 
historic seasonal highs over the available hydrograph, Spring 2012 seasonal high, or Spring 
2017 seasonal high (where seasonal high and Spring are synonymous and defined as 
measurements taken between February and April) 

Minimum threshold: hydrologic low for wells perforated in the Upper Aquifer (above the 
Corcoran Clay) and 95 percent of the hydrologic low for wells perforated in the Lower 
Aquifer (below the Corcoran Clay) over the available hydrographs on record

Define undesirable 
results

Set SMCs 
(MOs/MTs)

Set Interim 
Milestones
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Well protection analysis informs “Undesirable 
Results” for chronic lowering of groundwater levels

Set MTs at RMPS in 

monitoring network

Calculate the count and cost 

of  well protection 
Calculate the MT surface

X wells fail if  MTs are reached

and cost $Y dollars

Significant and unreasonable?

NO YES

Stop. SMC reached.
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Previous approaches abound and are recent

Gailey et al., 2019 – Tulare County

Pauloo et al., 2020 – Central Valley (CV)

Bostic et al., 2020 – CV critical priority GSPs

EKI, 2020 – CV critical priority GSPs

gsawellfailure.com – CV critical priority GSPs

Models are 1-2 years old because digitized well completion 
data recently became public 

Models are validated on well failures observed during the 
2012-2016 drought

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10040-019-01929-w
https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/ab6f10
https://pacinst.org/publication/sustainable-for-whom/
https://waterfdn.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Groundwater-Management-and-Safe-Drinking-Water-in-the-San-Joaquin-Valley-Brief-6-2020.pdf
http://gsawellfailure.com/
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Key questions and Approach

1. How many wells need protection if the SASb
returns to 2015 low groundwater levels?

2. What are the relative costs borne by 
agricultural and domestic users along this 
trajectory?

▪ Approach:

▪ Use 31- and 40-year retirement ages to select initial wells

▪ Remove wells dry at initial condition (present day 
groundwater level)

▪ Wells “fail” if the 2015 level falls lower than a 30 ft 
operating margin above the bottom of the well

▪ Evaluate groundwater level bookends

30 ft of 

operating 

margin
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Thought experiment

Question: How can we protect all future well 
failure in the SASb?
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Thought experiment

Answer: Hold the present-day 
groundwater level constant.
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Thought experiment: groundwater level bookends

Present day 
groundwater 
level

What’s the 
other 
bookend?
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Thought experiment: groundwater level bookends

Present day 
groundwater 
level

2015 
groundwater 
level
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Cost to keep 2020 (present day) groundwater levels?

Cost to return to 2015 groundwater levels?
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Cost to keep 2020 (present day) groundwater levels?

Cost to return to 2015 groundwater levels?
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Cost to keep 2020 (present day) groundwater levels?

Cost to return to 2015 groundwater levels?
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Cost to keep 2020 (present day) groundwater levels?

Cost to return to 2015 groundwater levels?
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Thought experiment: maintain 2020 present day level

Zero cost to 
protect wells

Non-zero cost of 
lost revenue 

from agriculture

$

2015 

groundwater 

level

2020 

groundwater 

level
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Thought experiment: return to 2015 level

Non- zero cost to 
protect wells

Zero cost of lost 
revenue from 
agriculture

$

2015 

groundwater 

level

2020 

groundwater 

level
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Groundwater level bookends
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Groundwater level bookends
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Forecasted well failure under a return to 2015 fall lows are minimal

well type n active n dry

domestic 393 8

agricultural 71 4

public 68 0

well type n active n dry

domestic 774 8

agricultural 101 4

public 107 0

31-year retirement age 40-year retirement age
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Implications for well protection measures

Results agree with 
reported well outages 
during the last drought

Results suggest that a 
return to the 2015 
groundwater level would 
not significantly threaten 
wells. 

Hence, protection 
measures are necessary, 
but modest.

Red dots = reported well failures during 2012-2016 drought (data from Cal OPR)
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Tradeoffs

~$50M in ag 
value, minus 
unavoided lift 
cost increases 
and replacement 
costs

~$0.5M in 
protection costs 
for domestic and 
ag wells
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The ISW/GDE elephant in the room

Global-scale groundwater 
declines will negatively impact 
local-scale GDEs and ISW
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Take away messages

▪ Detective work on wells in the SASb

▪ Analyzed groundwater level bookends

▪ Back of the envelope suggests that well 
protection costs are ~ 1% of 
agricultural value obtained if we return 
to 2015 groundwater levels, and that 
widespread catastrophic failure is 
unlikely.

▪ Results enable informed creation of 
SMCs
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Sharing values

Define undesirable 
results

Set SMCs 
(MOs/MTs)

Set Interim 
Milestones


